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The compleat cardiologist and the rising 
CAD prevalence among Filipinos

By Erlyn C. Demerre, MD

SINCE  specialized care 
of cardiac patients 
was introduced in 
the Philippines with 

the formal organization 
of the Philippine Heart As-
sociation (PHA) on March 
26, 1952 by a handful of 
visionaries, Cardiology in 
the Philippines has grown 
by  leaps and bounds at-
taining a stature that puts 
the PHA in the competi-
tive arena of global car-
diology. The 42nd Annual 
Convention is proof to the 
growth of the PHA from a 
26-member organization 
to over a thousand strong 
membership scattered 
throughout the Philippine 
archipelago.  

The science of Cardiol-
ogy is rapidly evolving with 
research and technology 
blazing the trail to better 
diagnostic modalities and 
treatment options.  On the 
other side of the fence, the 
scourge of cardiovascular 
disease (CVD) and its ravag-
ing effects on the human 
race is continually on the 
rise.  According to Dr. Raul D. 
Jara, the Mariano Alimurung 
Lecturer for this 42nd PHA 
convention, the prevalence 
rates of hypertension, obesi-
ty and diabetes, dyslipidemia 
and other lifestyle diseases 
are rising to alarming levels 
in the Philippines.  Is this 
phenomenon a result of the 
deterioration of the Filipino 
habits and regard for health 
influenced in part by the un-
stoppable influx of Western 
lifestyle and fast-track roles? 
Or is this the product of bet-
ter research tools towards 
earlier detection, recognition 
and reporting of cardiovas-
cular risk factors and cardio-
vascular events. 

Whatever the reason for 
the rising CVD curves, this 
unseated number one global 
killer remains the Achilles 
tendon of the compleat car-

diologist.  The Filipino cardi-
ologist, distinguished teacher 
and scientist, astute and com-
petent clinician, and member 
of the elite 59-year-old PHA 
is continually challenged to 
perform better, grow more 
in knowledge, act more pro-
actively and give more intent 
to preventive care in order to 
fare better in the battle against 
CVD.  

The PHA is now a highly 
developed organization of 
specialists with a wide range 
of proficiency and skill in the 
care of the cardiac patient 
and the whole Philippines as a 
nation at risk. As the famous 
quote from a popular fiction 
series goes, with power comes 
great responsibility. PHA has 
achieved influence and power 
in the approach to CV care in 
the country and the Filipino 
patient rests his case on the 
hands of the compleat Filipi-
no cardiologist. The laudable 
projects and accomplishments 
of the PHA that has created 
the current image of the PHA 
in the country and the region 
reflect the manner by which 
we as a group have respond-
ed responsibly to the ongoing 
threat of CVD in our country.  

This issue of the PHA News-
briefs archives the 42nd An-
nual PHA Scientific session 
with the theme  “The Com-
pleat Filipino Cardiologist: 
Integrating Guidelines, Goals 
and Realities”.  The success 
of the convention is an ex-
pression of PHA’s role in every 
physician’s pursuit to continu-
ing education and towards a 
wider reach, scope and depth 
in patient care. PHA has set 
created, revised and published 
guidelines for CV care. PHA 
has established its goals in line 
with its mission and vision.  
The reality of the changing 
faces of CVD risk factors that 
make for alarming statistics is 
a challenge to motivate us to 
advance forward into the next 
decade with optimism and 

not defeat. 
Our unity as a body and 

our compliance with the 
standards and ethics of the 
practice of Cardiology in the 
region has won half the battle 
for us.  PHA is now recognized 
as one of the leading specialty 
organizations in the country 
and the Asean region.  As Dr. 
Eleanor Lopez relinquishes the 
top PHA post to successor Dr. 
Isabelo V. Ongtengco, joined 
in by the newly elected direc-
tors, Drs. Alex Junia and Raul 
Lapitan, the PHA is geared 
towards a stronger hand on 
healthy lifestyle advocacy and 
research.  

We are approaching the last 
lap of the PHA Vision 2012 to 
be a leading organization of 
cardiovascular specialties in 
the Asia Pacific region in the 
prevention and management 
of cardiovascular disease.  The 
question is: have we achieved 
our goals?  The answer lies in 
the heart of each PHA member.

 Surely, PHA is fulfilling its 
Mission and Vision because 
PHA members cooperate to 
ensure accessible, affordable 
and quality cardiovascular 
education and care for every 
Filipino. A mission fulfilled 
should be kept alive and rel-
evant through a constant re-
newal of the commitment of 
the general membership and 
not just a handful towards 
the goals of the PHA. In the 
last analysis, the Filipino pa-
tient benefits as the Filipino 
cardiologist becomes better 
equipped to tackle the chang-
ing faces of CVD.  ♥
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With innovations and 
proper care, pediatric px
live through adulthood
Many pediatric patients with both 
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adulthood.
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Eleanor A. Lopez, MD
59th President, Philippine Heart Association

PHA 42nd Annual Convention, May 27, 2011
Edsa Shangri-La Hotel, Mandaluyong City

The best intentions do not guarantee success.  
Hard work, resilience, persistence and a good team 
saw me through. I lost the election the first time I 
ran for the PHA Board in 2004. I never questioned 
the reason then. As fate would have it, Someone up 
there had bigger plans for me. 

It was providential that I became President when 
Bel, Bong, Eugene, Joel, Tim, Myra, Romy and Tes 
were in the Board as well. Call it Divine intervention 
that I entered the Board in 2006 and that I assumed 
the Presidency in 2010 at the time that the 18th ASEAN 
Congress would be held here and I was to be the 
overall chair of the prestigious event. 

For that position automatically made me the President 
of the ASEAN Federation of Cardiology, a position 
that I will hold until 2012. This will only be the 4th 
time that such an honor is entrusted to the PHA since 
1975. I am joining an “old boy’s club” because I will 
only be the 2nd female President since its inception.

I was blessed because my Council Chairs and 
Chapter Presidents were as dedicated and passionate 
about the PHA as I was. To all of you, my heartfelt 
thanks.

I was privileged because the Past Presidents have 
been supportive. Their kind words and encouragement 
saw me through several indecisive moments.

What are my parting words to my team?
Tes, you have been an inexhaustible wealth of 

ideas. It was hard keeping up with you but you were 
always there to hold my hands. Thank you for being 
persuasive and for pushing me. You gave me enough 
space to venture on my own and yet still kept a 
watchful eye.

Bel - Thank you for your quiet but constant support. 
You were always the unruffled one in the group. I will 
not tell you that it will be easy. You will miss clinics, 
hold various meetings, give numerous Opening and 
Welcome remarks. You will even write a column for a 
newspaper! Don’t worry.  The computer has a built in 
thesaurus with plenty of synonyms to choose from.

Bong, You were often the devil’s advocate and that 

I 
should be ecstatic right now, jumping excitedly 
as I will be stepping down as President of 
the PHA.  While I feel relieved relinquishing 
the responsibility of leading this elite 
organization, there is this tiny stab of 

uncertainty. The nagging question remains - 
have I done enough? Should I have gone to 3 
instead of 2 meetings in one day? Should I have 
ended the meetings at 2 AM instead of 1 AM? 
I’m sure my predecessors can identify with my 
feelings right now

made the discussions healthy.  Your inputs were always 
insightful. You gave a lot of objections but did not 
become objectionable. Continue inspiring the Councils 
and Chapters.

Eugene, You will always be the “bunso” in my 
heart even if you will be a groom soon. Your passion 
for research gave the group the much needed boost 
in that area. Stay down to earth. Your sincerity and 
honesty will be rewarded elsewhere.

Joel, You were my staunchest ally in the getting the 
financial support for the ASEAN. My deepest gratitude 
goes to you for that big project. Continue to exercise 
good judgment in your new position as the Treasurer. 
Keep in mind that we will always be accountable to 
our members.

Romy, Thank you for helping us watch over our 
finances. I was able to sleep soundly even during 
those crucial times when the economy was bad because 
you reassured us that everything will be alright. You 
have been very patient explaining the intricacies of 
finances and investments, a world that is surreal to 
most of us. I hope you stay on because you are an 
asset to the PHA.

Myra, you have started a worthy project on advocacy. 
Pursue that program. Don’t be afraid to get out of your 
comfort zone. You will never go wrong if you put your 
heart into it.

And Tim, I have to thank you for the magic you did 
with our website. Your straightforward attitude, practical 
ideas, diligence and eloquence certainly make you a 
desirable member of any team.  I hope to see you in 
some other position that the new President may request 
of you.

To Gingkoy, you have to change gears as I will be the 
last of the 3 consecutive lady Presidents. You made my 
job easier. You saw me at my best and worst. Remain 
as focused and dedicated. I know you love the PHA as 
much as I do.

And to the Secretariat, continue growing in your work.  
Take on new challenges. Be steadfast in supporting 
your new Board and those who will follow.

To my family and friends, esp. BFF, you were my 
strength, refuge, and sounding board. Thank you for 
the patience, consoling words and reprimand as well.

To our members, it was an honor serving the PHA. I will 
forever cherish the memory of being the PHA President. I 
traveled the road les taken but never regretted it.

The marathon has ended. I have reached the finish 
line. It’s now time for my next race.

The obsessive-compulsive in me says, “I should still 
be turning off the lights in the President’s office at the 
Heart House”.   But that is now Bel’s job.

Thank you and good evening! ♥

Valedictory Address of
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M
ANDALUYONG CITY, May 
27, 2011 ––Dr.  Isabelo 
V. Ongtengco is the 60th 
president of the Philippine 
Heart Associaton.  He will 

officially  take on  a very prestigious and 
challenging role in July 2011.

In 1966, IVO    finished his Bachelor of 
Science in Psychology at the  UST.   He also  
earned  his  medical degree in 1971 in the 
same university.   At the Mclaren General 
Hospital in Michigan USA, he polished his 
skills as an internist and therein found his 
love for Cardiology.

He  took his fellowship in Cardiology at the 
Harrisburg General Hospital in Pennsylvania. 
His more than 25 years of clinical practice has 
earned for him respect from his colleagues 
as he served them in various capacities.  
Among others,  he served as past president 
of the San Juan Medical Society, Philippine 
Society of Cardiovascular Intervention  and          
Catheterization, chairman of CME of the  
PMA and Council on CAD of the PHA.  

To  this day,  he continues 
to be a dedicated 
mentor to young 
minds being an 

associate professor of  the St. Luke’s College 
of Medicine.

A recipient of Distinguished Service Award 
in 2003, he is the venerable head of the 
section of Cardiology of both the Our Lady 
of Lourdes Hospital and St. Luke’s Medical 
Center. He has also found importance  in his 
being  head of theSection of Cardiology of 
both the Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital and 
St. Luke’s Medical Center.

Also elected as PHA Board of Directors are: 
Drs. Saturnino Javier, vice president; Eugene 
Reyes, secretary; Joel Abanilla, treasurer, Joel 
Abanilla,  Ma. Consolacion Dolor-Torres,  Alex 
Junia and Raul Lapitan, directors. The two 
lay Board members are Romeo Cruz, vice 
president for finance and Andre Kahn, vice 
president for external affairs, who serve at the 
pleasure Drs. Alex Junia and Raul Lapitan of 
the president.

 The PHA members were witness to     
Junia’s distinctive way of taking on the 
tasks of a leader and follower. He teemed 
up with PHA President Dr. Eleanor Lopez 
in staging the highly successful 18th 
Asia Pacific Congress of Cardiology in 
December 2010 in Cebu.

Dr. Alex Junia is an esteemed name 

in Cebu’s cardiology community . He is an        
active consultant at the Cebu Velez General          
Hospital, Perpetual Succour Hospital, Sacred 
Heart Hospital and the Visayas Community 
Medical Center.

Dr. Raul Lapitan is another eminent name 
in the medical circle. An active consultant 
at the Makati Medical Center (MMC), Asian 
Hospital and Medical Center and San Juan 
Medical Center (SJMC), he is the MMC 
cardiology section’s over-all training 
officer. He also steers the Cardiology Section 
and Heart Station of 
SJMC. ♥

The new PHA guard is sworn into office by Dr. R. Jara, Dr. Mariano Alimurung 
lecturer, while the Ongtengcos look on.
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42nd Annual Convention
and Scientific Meeting

Opening Ceremonies
May 25, 2011
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This trend was dramatized by PHA 
President Dr. Raul Jara, who delivered the  
Mariano Alimurung Memorial Lecture dur-
ing the convocation and opening rites of 
the 42nd PHA AnnualConvention  at the 
Shangri-La Hotel, in  this eastern city of the 
metropolis.

Obesity, which is associated with diabetes, 
has seen similar trends. More Filipinos are 
now classified as overweight by body mass 
index. From a 16.9% prevalence in 1998, at 
least 21.4% of Filipinos are now overweight. 
The number of obese Filipinos increased  from 
3.2% in 1998 to 5.2% in 2008.

MANDALUYONG CITY, May 25, 2011 -- Over the last decade, the risk fac-
tors for coronary artery disease (CAD) among Filipinos has continued 
to escalate.  Data from several local studies showed the prevalence and 
constant  rise of systemic arterial hypertension from 17.1% in 1998 to 

17.4 in 2003 and to 25.4% in 2008. The incidence of diabetes  mellitus, when diag-
nosed by fasting blood glucose alone, increased from 3.9% to 4.8% in 2008.

Dr. Mariano B. Alimurung Lecture

Filipinos with CAD risk factors 
a burgeoning breed

By Don Robespierre C. Reyes, MD

Smoking, strongly considered a risk factor 
for developing a heart attack, has fortunately 
decreased among both males and females. 
In 1998, 32.7% of Filipinos smoked while 
31% smoked 10 years after infarctions. He 
added that complications like arrhythmias, 
heart blockages and heart failure remain high 
among patients suffering from heart attacks.

He added  that during that time, crude 
mortality rates from heart attacks ranged from 
7-20% and that the leading causes of death 
were arrhythmias and congestive heart failure.  
From the data he presented, medical therapy 
appears appalling and coronary intervention 
was at a minimum.  

Jara likewise presented a list of local 
researches done on CAD. These were either 
restrospective or prospective with at least 50 
patients and were published and reviewed by 
peers.  From 1981 to 2009, he came up with 
14 investigations done in different training 
institutions, mostly in Metro Manila.Most of 
these studies were diagnostic in nature.

Jara has been with the PHA for at least 30 
years. He served as its president in 1999. He has 
inspired the creation of the “Pamana ng Puso,” 
a collection of researches published by fellows 
of the Philippine College of Cardiology from 
1952-2000.  Further in his talk, Jara rehashed 
data from a study conducted in Metro Manila in 
1999 on events related to acute myocardial. ♥

PATACSIL: 9th Lifetime Achievement in Cardiology Awardee

Amid a poignant and solemn mood, former PHA President 
and Awards Committee head Dr. Belen Carisma,  
read a resolution naming  the late Dr. Gregorio B. 
Patacsil Jr. as recipient of  two Posthumous Awards, 

the 9th Lifetime Achievement in Cardiology Award 
and the Distinguished Service Award. 

The PHA Board of Directors acknowledged the late 
Patacsil as the epitome of unwavering commitment 
and dedication to education, with vast grasp of 
pediatric and adult cardiology and unselfish 
devotion of his precious time to being a 
pioneering leader and able servant.  

Patacsil steered the PHA in 1980. To his name 
was a string of awards.  He mentored budding 
cardiologists in leading institutions in the country. 
He is best remembered for his keen clinical eye, 

analytical perceptions and  legendary skills in 
physical examination, making him well-loved 
and  respected by his students, colleagues, 
friends and family. 

His awards were received by his 
daughter Atty. Norma Margarita 

Patacsil who was  both proud of 
his father’s  achievements and  
pleased  by how  people admired 
and held him in high esteem.

The late Patacsil  succumbed 
to heart failure after suffering 
from a heart attack while 

delivering a lecture for a board 
review course at the PHA Heart 

House in April 2011. ♥
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PHA Awardees Honored

In keeping with tradition,  the Col-
lege  Awards  are named  during 
the Convocation Rites.  This year’s 

recipients were:  
Loyalty Awards – Publisher and columnist 

Dr. Rafael Castillo  and former PHA NewsBriefs 
editor and Dr. Noe Babilonia. Both Castillo and 
Babilonia were former PHA presidents.

Morales Uy Tumanan-Mendoza Castillo Babilonia

Distiguished Scientist of the Year -- Prolific 
and internationally - published researcher Dr. 
Bernadette Tumanan-Mendoza

Distiguished Teacher --  Dr. Norbert 
Lingling Uy.  Uy is an assistant professor and 
head of the Department of  Medicine and 
Section  of  the Cardiology of the University 
of the East Ramon Magsaysay. 

Distinguished Fellow Awardee --  Dr. 
Dante Morales who has received at least four 
awards from the PHA. Morales is considered 
a luminary in cardiovascular medicine being 
a stellar performer as a doctor, clinician, 
lecturer, researcher and author.

This year’s Awards Committee was chaired 
by former PHA President Dr. Belen Carisma. ♥ 

PHA 42nd Annual Convention draws 1,400 delegates

Delegates, predominantly cardiologists, the rest are physicians from different 
disciplines and health professionals, streamed to the huge Isla Ballroom of the 
Edsa  Shangri-La Hotel,  during the three-day PHA 42nd Annual Convention & 
Scientific from May 25 to 27, 2011. 

Philippine Heart Association Secretary Dr. 
Saturnino Javier, overall chair of  the 42nd 
Annual Convention & Scientific Meeting said 
the convention  lived up to its theme,  “The 
Compleat Filipino Cardiologist: Integrating 
Guidelines, Goals and Realities”. It was a 
showcase of innovative  techniques and 
tools as well as brilliant speakers and 
perpetual cardiologist-students, it was an 
avenue for information exchange it was a 

rewarding scientific activity, that made a 
compliant and complete physician, added Javier.

“Integrating the best intentions with 
what’s new and practical were the focus 
of this year’s annual convention,” said PHA 
President Eleanor Lopez.

Dr. Eugene Reyes, Scientific Committee chair 
said “the Scientific program stimulated the inner 
core of one’s senses and the  central aspect of 
translating your knowledge into patient care. ♥
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PHA President Dr. Eleanor Lopez led the 
oath-taking of 43 fellows in adult cardiology, 
eight fellows in pediatric cardiology, 25 
diplomates in adult cardiology and four 

51 fellows, 29 diplomates inducted
MANDALUYONG CITY May 25, 2011  -- Fifty-one new fellows and 29 new diplomates 
were inducted to the Philippine Heart Association and Philippine College of Cardiology  
yesterday during the 42nd Annual PHA Convention Convocation and Opening 
Ceremonies held at the Isla Ballroom, Shangri-La Hotel.  

diplomates in  pediatric cardiology. The new 
fellows  passed their respective  specialty 
board examinations a year ago and have 
maintained good standing in the PHA. The 

new diplomates recently hurdled a written 
and practical examination given by the PHA.

Meanwhile, 52 associate fellows in adult 
cardiology and six associate fellows in 
pediatric cardiology were likewise sworn in 
to the PHA  by Lopez. Associate fellows are 
currently in training who have fully satisfied 
the requirements set by PHA. ♥

Hardin’s first few slides talked about 
how patients with Pulmonary Artery 
Hypertension  (PAH) with Eisenmenger 
physiology can actually live long if taken 
care of properly.  Due to advances in 
Congenital Heart Disease management, 
many pediatric patients with simple and 
complex congenital heart disease survive 
into adulthood.  Any adult cardiologist 
venturing into this field of Cardiology will 
therefore likely have a huge impact into 
the burden of congenital heart disease.

There were many clinically relevant 
and important points in his lecture.  He 
emphasized that knowledge of the 
physiology of the problem was equally as 
important and in some instances even more 
important than knowing the anatomical 
location of the shunt causing the pulmonary 
artery hypertension.  He further gave 
importance to understanding that the dis-
ease has multi-systemic complications and 

By Jose Albert B. Mejia, MD

Patients with PAH can live longer  
HB Calleja Professorial Lecture

MANDALUYONG CITY, May 26, 2011 ––This year’s HB Calleja Professorial 
Lecture was about Pulmonary Artery Hypertension in Adult Congenital 
Heart Disease.  It was given by Dr. Joel Hardin, a pediatric cardiologist 
from Chicago, USA.  The venue was packed and there were several who 

had to stand at the back while listening to the lecture.

therefore one has to be thorough in the 
history, physical examination and interpretation 
of diagnostics tests.  The basic diagnostic tests 
that can help include hematologic tests for 
erythrocytosis and iron deficiency, a 6-minute 
walk test to assess functional capacity, cardiac 
imaging such as echocardiography, cardiac 
MR and cardiac CT, and finally cardiac 
catheterization.

Patients with this disease are extremely 
heterogenous and Dr. Hardin advises that 
management be individualized.  Using 
anticoagulation depends on the profile of the 
patient and oxygen therapy can improve 
symptoms.  Pulmonary artery vasodilators are 
still the mainstay in the treatment of PAH.  
Among the pulmonary artery vasodilators, 
Bosentan has the most evidence, although 
there is still a paucity of data on long-term 
outcomes.  He cautioned the audience in 
making a decision to take the surgical 
pathway to treatment, emphasizing that many 

L-r:  Lopez, Calleja & Hardin

patients will first need medical treatment to 
improve functional capacity, pulmonary artery 
pressure, pulmonary vascular resistance and 
oxygen saturation before embarking on 
surgical repair of the congenital heart disease.

The lecture was very thorough and 
informative that only one question was raised 
at the end of the talk.  It ended with the 
awarding of the certificate of appreciation by 
no less than  Calleja and PHA president Dr. 
Eleanor Lopez. ♥

42nd Annual Convention and Scientific Meeting

Presidential Citations
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42nd Annual Convention and Scientific Meeting

Presidential Citations
MANDALUYONG CITY, May 

27, 2011 ––An elated Dr. 
Eleanor Lopez declared 
that  during her tenure all 

really worked but there were others 
who worked harder and they deserve 
to be  extolled. 

They are: Drs. Marcellus Ramirez 
(Council on CPR), Joyce Jumangit 
(Council on Echocardiography), 
Simonette Guanzon (Council on 
Vascular Medicine),  Ma. Ina Bunyi 
(Council on RF/RHD),  Connie Sison 
(Council on Congenital  Heart 
Disease), Eden Gabriel  (Council on 
Electrophisiology). Dr. Alex Junia 
(Cebu Chapter), Timothy Dy 
(Committee on Website), Erlyn 
Demerre (NewsBriefs), Peter San 
Diego (IT), Joel Abanilla (Community 
Service) and Ma. Teresa Abola 
(Governance Manual). ♥
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MANDALUYONG CITY, May 
27, 2011 --  University of 
the Philippines - Philippine 
General Hospital emerged 

as the champion of Cardiac Jeopardy,  while 
2nd and 3rd place went to Perpetual Succour 
Hospital and Philippine Heart Center, 
respectively. 

MANDALUYONG CITY, May 25, 2011 
– “Pulso sa Puso”, the debate of the 
Cardiology fellows consisted of 5 topics. 
It was moderated by Dr. Gilbert Vilela

Topic 1. “To revascularize or not?” -- Dr.  
Anna Jane Yumul (Cardinal Santos Medical 
Center) argued for revascularization while Dr. 
Julius Baquiran (University of Perpetual Help 
Dalta Medical Center) maintained that 
conservative management was the better option. 

In both arguments, the ACST-I and ACAS 
studies were cited. Yumul cited the beneficial 

By Jess delos Santos, MD 
Adrian Santos, MD

CANLUBANG, LAGUNA,  May 23, 2011 --  Golf  vets and newbies  
from the cardiology sphere and their colleagues from other 
specialties  and pharmaceutical companies, participated in 
the  PHA 42nd Annual  Convention 19th President’s Golf 
Tournament at the Canlubang Golf and Country Club. 

The winners were:  TJ Benitez, over-all champion; Drs. Nelson 
Lee, Richard Torres  and J.A. Bautista, champion  A, B & C;  Drs. 

Jun Baysa, Joselito Atabug and Simon Sawit, Runner-up A, B & 
C.   In the Guest Division, the winners were:  Anton Aquino, 

champion; Ver Raymundo, runner-up; Jonathan Sebastian, 
longest drive and Jun Fernandez, nearest to the pin. ♥     

PHA Vice President Dr. Isabelo Ongtengco, a regular golf player, 
was at  the forefront   of this year’s tournament. 

UP-PGH emerges as 2011 Cardiac
 Jeopardy champ

outcome of the studies, pointing out that severe 
carotid artery disease warranted intervention 
despite the absence of symptoms.  

Baquiran highlighted the increased risk of the 
procedure in an otherwise asymptomatic patient, 
stating that the risk of developing complications 
far outweighs the possible benefits.

Topic 2. “A Choice between Revascularization 
of the Culprit Vessel vs. Revascularization of 
Multi-vessel in the Setting of Acute Myocardial 
Infarction”.  Dr. Lennie Castillo  (Chinese 
General Hospital)  cited the ACC/AHA 
guidelines, saying that they recommend 
angioplasty of the culprit vessel alone;  
intervention on all the disease (?)  coronary 
vessels in the unstable setting of acute MI 
could even result in a higher mortality and 
morbidity, specifically contrast-induced 
nephropathy.  To counter this argument, Dr. 
Dennis Fernandez (St. Luke’s Medical Center), 
presented the European Guidelines showing 
that PTCA of all vessels showed increased 
benefits for long- term symptomatology and 
reduced MACE.  

Topic 3.   “Head-to-Head Comparison 
between Surgery and EVAR in the Management 

of Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm”.  Dr. Gertie 
May Plameras (University of Santo Tomas 
Hospital) argued for the surgical approach. 
She stated that surgical repair of the aneurysm 
resulted in lower rates of re-intervention, 
decreased complications and, ultimately, 
higher survival rate.  EVAR is still a relatively 
new approach and still lacks studies supporting 
its efficacy, and maintained that traditional 
surgery is durable, long-lasting, and the better 
choice. Dr. Liezel Comia (Makati Medical 
Center)  opposed the initial arguments saying 
that EVAR would be a better choice, stating 
studies which showed post-EVAR patients 
had shorter hospital stay and decreased 
perio-operative mortality.

Topic 4.  “Dilemma: if you had one remaining 
ICD, and two indigent patients, who would 
you give it to” “Patient A: a 58-year-old male, 
breadwinner with a history of ventricular 
tachycardia, with ischemic heart disease and 
an ejection fraction of 25%; or Patient B: a 
25-year-old male with Brugada syndrome 
with history of syncopal attacks surviving 
ventricular tachycardia. 

Dr. Donny Magno (UP-Philippine General 

Pulso sa
 Puso

Debate


